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Abstract— This paper presents a systematic literature review on the application of reinforcement learning in the domain 
of assembly and disassembly sequence planning. The authors conduct a keyword search to identify scientific 
publica-tions in the desired field in three scientific databases. Web of Science, Scopus and IEEE-Xplore. The 
analysis covers two core aspects of reinforcement learning, namely the definition of the reward function and the 
representation of states. In total 23 publications are identified, and the content of the collected works is presented. 
An analysis of the selected publications is then carried out in relation to the questions posed in order to be able to 
make recommendations for the application of reinforcement learning methods for the generation of efficient 
assembly and demonstration se-quences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sequence planning for assembly tasks is a fundamental step in manufacturing and industrial automation, 
crucial for ensuring efficient and error-free production processes. The time of assembling takes up 20-50 
percent of the total time of production, while the cost of assembling takes up about 20-30 percent of the total 
cost [1,2], while the optimization of the disassembly also offers time and cost savings [3]. Given the fact, that 
scheduling both an assembly and disassembly sequence can be modelled as a NP-hard problem, those solutions 
are limited in handling the increasing complexity of modern manufacturing without exceeding computational 
limitations. Therefore, many different approaches to find semi-optimal solutions have been considered in 
literature.  

Modelling the assembly as a graph allows the use of graph search algorithms to find an optimal or 
sufficiently good solution, depending on the algorithm [4,5]. Heuristic methods can also be used to solve ASP/
DSP problems. These include genetic algorithms (GA) [6,7]. GAs represent (dis)assembly sequences as 
chromosomes, which are iteratively adapted by mutations and recombination. Afterwards solutions get selected 
with regard to an evaluation scheme. This iteration procedure is repeated until a sufficient solution is found. 
Alternatively, neural networks can be trained to decide for each step which component should be (dis)assembled 
next [8]. These can be trained using supervised learning methods, which requires the availability of a suitable 
data set. This requirement does not apply to reinforcement learning and is therefore particularly advantageous 
in the planning phase of a product when no useful data from a real (dis)assembly is available. 

This literature review provides an overview of the state of the research regarding the application of 
reinforce-ment learning methods for the generation of assembly or disassembly sequences based on a 
systematic literature review. To this end, the basics of reinforcement learning are presented first. The research 
questions on which the literature review is based are then defined and the procedure for identifying relevant 
studies is described. The results of the literature review are then presented and analysed. Finally, 
recommendations for the definition of rewards and state descriptions in the field of reinforcement learning for 
the generation of (dis)assembly sequences are given and potential research. 

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) falls under the broader category of machine learning, a core 
component of artificial intelligence (AI). As outlined by Sutton and Barto, DRL involves three primary 
elements: an entity known as the agent, the environment in which it operates, and a specific objective or task 
[9]. Within this frame-work, DRL incorporates several critical aspects, including a policy, a reward function, a 
value function, and some-times a model representing the environment. 

In DRL, the agent has the capability to perceive the state of its environment, interact with it through 
various actions, and receive rewards based on successful task completion. The policy, which determines how 
actions are chosen in response to the states perceived, is developed through training, where rewards or 
penalties are given according to the reward function. The value function predicts the total expected reward from 
a particular action in the current state. In certain DRL approaches, providing the agent with a model of the 
environment enables more effective action planning. 
*Corresponding Author



FIGURE 1. Implemented Components for the Assembly Support System 

DRL is distinguished from traditional reinforcement learning by its incorporation of deep neural networks 
(DNNs) to formulate the agent's policy. The versatility of DNNs as universal function approximations renders 
them effective in various applications [10]. The structure of these networks can vary significantly, depending on 
both the task at hand and the architecture of the agent or system [11]. The training process in DRL involves repet-
itive agent-environment interactions, as depicted in Figure 1. Each interaction includes the perception of the cur-
rent state, execution of an action, and receipt of a reward. The state encapsulates comprehensive information about 
the system, environment, and their ongoing interaction [12]. Training episodes begin at a start state and conclude 
upon meeting specific conditions, like successful task completion, failure, or reaching a predetermined time or 
step limit. These episodes and individual steps generate data used to adjust the DNN's parameters or the policy, 
aiming to maximize the agent's total reward. Training data should be diverse to effectively prepare for real-world 
application post-training. Randomizing the initial state in each episode contributes to this diversity. Training ef-
fectiveness is also influenced by various hyperparameters [13]. Policy updates depend on the application of re-
wards through the reward function, which directs the system's behaviour by assessing the states and interactions 
among the agent and its environment. These interactions are classified as either beneficial or not. The reward 
function sets the parameters for desired system behaviour, operating independently of the system's state or action 
space and not directly influencing its sensors or actuators [14]. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section provides information about the research questions defined to analyse the scientific works. Addi-
tionally, the procedure for identifying relevant scientific work is presented. 

A. Research Questions
The scientific analysis focuses on two research questions, aimed at illustrating key aspects for applying rein-

forcement learning in the context of assembly and disassembly sequence planning. The main difficulties lie par-
ticularly in the description of the state and the reward for the agent’s actions. The state must contain all relevant 
information that influences the agent’s decision. At the same time, high dimensional input requires more data 
samples to identify underlying correlations. This leads to an increased training effort in RL. Therefore, it is man-
datory to choose a state description that is both complete and sufficiently extensive. 

The reward leads the agent to the correct policy. Accordingly, a suitable value must be assigned to all good and 
bad actions to be assigned. The definition of a reward function is often associated with a trial-and-error procedure. 
Thus, the systematic literature review provides a starting point for defining the reward function to simplify the RL 
application. The research questions are as follows:  
RQ 1: Which factors should be considered when defining an agent's reward function for reinforcement learning, 
and which conditions should be fulfilled to do so?   
RQ 2: Which state representation for the reinforcement learning agent should be chosen and under what condi-
tions? 
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B. Keyword Analysis

FIGURE 2. Process of the systematic literature search 

The workflow for identifying relevant scientific papers for this structural review analysis involved a systematic 
keyword analysis across three reputable databases: Scopus, IEEE-Xplore, and Web of Science (WoS). The first 
step in this process is to define the research scope, and to establish the parameters that would guide the subsequent 
literature search. The search terms chosen are “reinforcement learning” or “q learning” to determine the method-
ology, combined with “assembly sequence” or “disassembly sequence” to define the field of application. Publica-
tions released before 2010 were not considered. Scientific papers are identified by the existence of the keyword 
combinations in the authors keywords, abstracts, or titles, ensuring a comprehensive representation of the targeted 
domain. The search in the IEEE-Xplore database also includes the metadata field, while WoS search also includes 
the "plus keywords".  

After performing the search, publications are filtered for duplicates using their DOI. The remaining works are 
filtered by screening the title and abstract, checking their potential for answering the defined research questions. 
The process of the systematic literature search is visualized in figure 2. 

III. RESULTS

This section presents the scientific papers identified. These are categorized according to their focus on assembly 
sequence planning or disassembly sequence planning. 

In the total, 23 scientific papers were identified that match the described criteria They span a publication period 
from 2013 to 2023, with 22 papers released in the last 4 years. This demonstrates the actuality of the topic as 
described in Figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3. Annual Releases 

An analysis of the collaboration network in Figure 4 revealed three dominant author clusters with multiple 
publications to the domain of applying reinforcement learning for assembly or disassembly sequence planning 
using bibliometrix [15]. 

FIGURE 4. Collaboration Network 

An overview of the selected works is given in Table 1. For each work, the selection of the algorithm used, the 
chosen approach, the properties to be optimized, the state description and the number of components in the assem-
bly being studied are given. 
Table1 1 
Overview of the selected works 

Publication Algorithm Approach Objective State Desc. Assembly Parts 

Neves [16] Q-Learning Assembly Duration Binary List + 
Selected Tool 9 

Neves [17] 

Tabular Q-Learn-
ing, A2C, 
Deep Q-Learning, 
Rainbow 

Assembly 
Duration, 
Assembler 
Feedback 

Binary List + 
Selected Tool 9 

Giorgio [18] Online RL Assembly 
Duration, 
Assembler 
Feedback 

- 21 
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Hayashi [19] RL, GA 
Assembly 
by Disas-
sembly 

Number of 
temporary 
support el-
ements 

Connectivity 
Matrix - 

Kitz [20] Q-Learning
Assembly 
by Disas-
sembly 

Collision 
free Space 

2 ½ D Collision 
Matrix 7, 16, 56 

Zhao [21] Deep Q-Learning Assembly Correctly 
Assembled 

Part & Assem-
bly Image 7 

Antonelli 
[22] Q-Learning

Assembly 
Human + 
Robot 

Number 
Steps, 
Reaching 
Final States 

Discrete Num-
ber 10 

Antonelli 
[23] RL 

Assembly 
Human + 
Robot 

Reaching 
Final States 

Discrete Num-
ber 10 

Yin [24] RL Robotic 
Assembly 

Assembly 
Time, En-
ergy Con-
sumption 

Connectivity 
Matrix 8 

Alessio [25] Multi Agent RL 
Assembly 
Human + 
Robot 

Reaching 
Final States Grid-Layout 10 

Dos Santos 
[26] 

Learning Autom-
ata 

Robotic 
Assembly 

Robotic 
Movement 
Adaptions 

Grid-Layout 3 Floor Tower 

Watanabe 
[27] Q-Learning

Robotic 
Assembly, 
Assembly 
by Disas-
sembly 

Duration Binary List - 

Winter [28] Hierarchical RL 
Assembly, 
Human + 
Robot 

Number 
Steps Binary List Cranfield 

Benchmark 

Winter [29] Q-Learning Robotic 
Assembly Duration Binary List Cranfield 

Benchmark 

Cebulla [30] 
Monte Carlo Tree 
Search, 
Q-Learning

Assembly 
by Disas-
sembly 

Accessibil-
ity, Direc-
tional 
Changes 

2 ½ D Collision 
Matrix 38, 58 

Guo [31] Deep RL Assembly Directional 
Changes 

Connector Ma-
trix 20, 30, 40, 50 

Bi [32] Q-Learning Disassem-
bly 

Component 
wise Re-
ward 

AND/OR Graph 6, 7, 22 

Chen [33] Q-Learning Disassem-
bly 

Component 
wise Re-
ward, Du-
ration 

Binary List 11 

Yang [34] Deep RL, Bee Al-
gorithm, GA 

Robotic 
Disassem-
bly 

Tool 
switch, Di-
rectional 
Changes 

Binary List 21 

Zhao [35] Deep Q-Learning Disassem-
bly 

Component 
wise Re-
ward, Du-
ration 

MSDHGM 26 
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Cui [36] Deep Q-Learning 
Robotic 
Disassem-
bly 

Tool 
switch, Di-
rectional 
Changes 

Binary List 21 

Allagui [37] Q-Learning Disassem-
bly 

Duration, 
Directional 
Changes 

Collision Matrix 5 

Liu [38] Deep Q-Learning 
Robotic 
Disassem-
bly 

Duration Binary List 17, 23 

A. Assembly Sequence Planning
Neves et al. [16,17] use the duration of the assembly to determine the reward. To determine the duration, the

authors normalize the required time t of an assembly step between the minimum assembly time Tmin and the max-
imum assembly time Tmax. These two bounds are defined by empirical values from previous episodes. To reduce 
outliers in the value of the maximum assembly time, only values of the assembly time are considered if they lie 
within 2 standard deviations of the durations of the previous 100 episodes. 

𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 =
(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑡𝑡)

(𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 )
The system also checks whether the tool required for the assembly step needs to be changed. The tool switch 

time is included in the reward function as well. The object used in a study case is an airplane toy, which consists 
of 9 structural parts and 2 types of fasteners. The assembly process is divided into 8 different tasks, resulting in a 
total of 40320 possible sequences, and 3360 feasible ones. The authors conduct multiple different training scenar-
ios, altering the measurement of the task time (averaging over 10 repeated times) or restricting impossible actions. 
By averaging the task time and without the restriction of impossible actions, the authors state the optimal training 
parameters with 6500 max. training episodes. 

In [17], it is also argued that, in addition to considering the assembly time, feedback from the assembler should 
also be considered when awarding the reward. Properties to be considered can be the difficulty of the assembly 
step or ergonomics. The status description of the assembly is described by a list with 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚+1 elements. The first 𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 
entries refer to the possible tasks. If a task is fulfilled, the corresponding value in the list is set to 1. Otherwise, it 
has the value 0. The last additional position describes the selected tool, which is defined by a discrete number, 
whereby the value 0 stands for no selected tool. The selection of the agent's action is also described by a discrete 
value. 

One focus of the work [17] is the comparison of different RL algorithms. These are: Tabular Q-learning, A2C, 
DQN and Rainbow. During training, the agent had to find an optimal assembly sequence using the same assembly 
as in [16]. The training results state, that the DQN algorithm presented the worst performance, reaching suboptimal 
assembly sequence time durations and experiencing a 4 to 5 times higher number of unwanted assembly sequences 
when compared to the other 3 algorithms. The algorithms tabular Q-Learning, A2C, and Rainbow had similar 
performances and were able to achieve near optimal assembly times in both deterministic and stochastic scenarios, 
after approximately 10.000 episodes. 

The authors assume, that the Q-learning algorithm is known to suffer from the “curse of dimensionality”, so 
that by increasing the assembly complexity, an even worse result is to be expected. Giorgio et al. [18] argue that 
online RL helps to shorten the feedback path in assembly planning. Traditionally, the assembler can only give 
feedback on the design or arrangement of the components and assemblies after assembly, whereas with RL addi-
tional feedback can be given for each individual assembly step. Although this "fast feedback" only serves to opti-
mize the assembly sequence and not to adapt the design, it can still improve the process in sufficient quantities. 
The authors consider training in a real environment instead of a virtual one. In the first publication [18], data is 
collected for training the RL approach. The assembly consists of 21 components, including the connecting ele-
ments. The exact number of possible assemblies is not specified. Giorgio et al. argue to divide the reward function 
into two categories: the satisfaction of the assembler and the numerical characteristics of the assembly, such as the 
duration. The definition of observations, actions and states is not specified. 

Hayashi et al. [19] consider the use case of the assembly of truss systems. The work focuses on linking the RL 
approach for finding effective assembly sequences and the structural analysis of the assembly. The authors use the 
assembly by disassembly approach. Starting from the complete state of the assembly, one element of the assembly 
is removed per step until only one element remains. The agent is responsible for selecting the element to be re-
moved in each step. At the end, the disassembly sequence is reversed and considered as the assembly sequence. 
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The aim of the authors is to minimize the number of support elements required to ensure the structural integrity 
of the assembly. The reward is determined accordingly from the number of temporary support elements multiplied 
by -1. The state of the assembly is represented by a connectivity matrix 𝐶𝐶 and an input matrix 𝑣𝑣�, which represents 
the inputs for each node with binary flags to distinguish permanent pin-supports and locally unstable nodes. The 
agent's action consists of removing a component. For the training, validation and testing of the RL model, truss 
structures of different sizes are selected. However, the exact number of components is not specified. The training 
took 2.5h to complete the 5000-episode long training on multiple different spatial trusses. Afterwards, the trained 
model is validated on three different trusses, to show its general applicability. 

Kitz et al. [20] also use the assembly by disassembly approach. Collision checks are carried out to determine 
the dismantlability of an element. In addition, it is ensured that the stability of the assembly is guaranteed after the 
disassembly of a component. The stereographic projection of the respective collision-free vectors of each compo-
nent is stored in a 2 ½ D collision map and describes how far a component can be moved along a vector until a 
collision occurs. The collision-free space of an element is used to determine the dismantling costs. The greater the 
space, the lower the costs and the greater the reward for the agent. If the agent chooses an invalid action, it is 
penalized with a fixed negative reward. The state is described using a vector with binary entries for each element 
of the assembly. To validate the concept, the authors used three assemblies with 7, 16 and 56 parts. The total 
training episodes are 1322, 2000 and 3741 and the agent is reliably able to determine cost-minimal sequences.   

FIGURE 5. Structure of the neural network used by Zhao et al. [21] 

Zhao et al. [21] consider the formulation and evaluation of a generally applicable concept for generating assem-
bly sequences of components using RL. In each step, the agent decides for a selected element whether it should be 
assembled or not. Accordingly, the agent's action is a Boolean value. The description of the status consists of two 
parts. Firstly, the status of the assembly, represented by a camera image, and secondly, the component whose 
assembly must be decided, also represented by an image. Both images are feed into a convolutional neural network 
(CNN), as described in figure 5. The agent receives a positive reward of 1 if all elements of the assembly have 
been correctly selected from the set of available elements, otherwise, a negative reward of -1 is awarded. To shorten 
the training time and improve the performance of the CNN used, the authors apply Curriculum Learning and 
Transfer Learning. The concept is first validated in a virtual environment by assembling an assembly with seven 
elements. Using curriculum learning, the model can determine a correct assembly sequence in 85% of cases with 
random initialization of the environment. With parameter transfer, the training time is about twice as fast. To test 
the general applicability, the authors create further use cases. In each case, around 100 further training episodes 
are required to generate suitable assembly sequences. 

Antonelli et al. [22,23] consider the cooperation between humans and robots. The authors focus on the agile 
adaptation of the sequence by the human actor in the system. Accordingly, the robot must react to this adaptation 
by planning a new assembly sequence. First, the assembly steps are grouped according to the actors (executable 
only by the human/robot, executable both by the human/robot). 

In [22], the awarding of rewards is based on the achievement of states. In [23], on the other hand, a reward of 
-1 is awarded for each action performed. Only the achievement of final configurations leads to a positive reward
of 2. A state is described by a discrete number. The case study includes 26 possible Operations to pick from, with
15 different feasible states of the assembly. Assembly is made from a base part, on which three flanges are mounted 
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and joined by screwed bolts. An optimal assembly sequence was found after approx. 350 steps, conducting of 3 
assembly operations. 

The generation of an optimal assembly sequence for a scenario in which the cooperation of several two-armed 
assembly robots is necessary is considered by Yin et al. [24]. In this scenario, truss elements must be assembled 
by robots. These consist of bi-directional tubes and connecting elements at the ends. Each robot makes one of three 
possible decisions per step: 

1. supporting a connecting element

2. the assembly of a pipe

3. adjusting the position

A state is described by four components. A truss matrix Hs. The number of rows and columns of the matrix 
corresponds to the number of connecting elements. An element in row i and column j describes the state of a pipe 
between the corresponding connecting elements. The state is described by a Boolean value. The actions currently 
performed by the robots as a nested list As. The current position of each robot is a list of vectors Os. A list of 
Boolean values Fs describes whether a robot is currently carrying a pipe. The reward is based on the required 
assembly time, the energy consumption of the robots and the stability of the setup. Two scenarios, each with two 
robots, were considered to validate the concept. In the experiment, the sequence of two mobile dual arm robots 
assembling a triangular pyramid truss structure is optimized, with eight rods. The length of the training comprises 
around 3000 episodes. However, the reward between the episodes is still very variable towards the end and seems 
to converge only slightly. 

As in [22,23], Alessio et al. [25] also consider the cooperation between a human agent and a robot as a multi-
agent reinforcement learning scenario. However, the human agent is designed in such a way that errors occur in 
its behaviour. The aim of the work is to recognize human errors and to determine suitable reactions to these errors. 
The virtual environment is designed as a grid layout, with each cell representing possible states of the agents, based 
on the Markov Decision Process, which can be described using a graph (figure 6). The evaluation of the human 
agent and the robot is slightly different but follows the same principle. Positive rewards are awarded for achieving 
defined final states. Non-permissible actions or idling are punished with negative rewards. Any other permissible 
action is penalized with a reward of -1 to shorten the duration of the assembly. Since the robot agent's behaviour 
is to be improved as part of the work, 10% of the human agent's reward is deducted from the robot's reward. In 
this way, possible human misbehaviour is mapped, and the robot is forced to adapt its behaviour accordingly. Four 
properties are used to describe the state: 

1. the structure of the grid

2. the previous path of the agent through the grid

3. the previous path of the other agent through the grid

4. information about final state

To reach one of the defined terminal conditions in training, the agent required 1363 episodes. 
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FIGURE 6. Grid Layout based on the graph representation used by Alessio et al. [25]] 

Dos Santos et al. [26] consider task planning for mobile flying robots regarding the transportation and assembly 
of truss components. Since the authors consider not only the assembly planning but also the control of the robots, 
they divide their approach into two phases. First, the control of the robot is trained, followed by the efficient 
planning of the task steps. This includes the sequence of the individual control commands, the correct selection of 
components regarding the structural properties of the assembly, as well as the sequence of the assembly steps. For 
the analysis of the work, the first part of the approach is primarily considered. The sum of the duration for adjust-
ments to the height, x-z position and orientation of the robot is used as the cost function. The more adjustments 
are necessary, the lower the reward for the agent. A lower and upper limit for the reward avoids outliers. The 
environment is represented by a uniform grid with a side length of 7 cm per element. As an action, the agent selects 
an entry from an action matrix. The entries in this matrix consist of position and rotation entries for each compo-
nent. A construction algorithm checks the structural integrity of the construction to identify incorrect sequences. 
At the same time, a path planning algorithm based on the A* algorithm evaluates possible flight paths, as these 
adapt dynamically as the assembly is built. After training, the learned behaviour is successfully transferred to a 
real environment by building a 3-story tower, requiring approximately 900 episodes during training. 

Watanabe et al. [27] consider the case of efficient assembly sequence generation for a two-armed robot. The 
correct assembly of rectangular building blocks serves as the use case. The authors assume, that an assembly step 
is always reversible. Therefore, they follow the assembly by disassembly approach. The efficiency of an assembly 
is determined by the total assembly time. Here, the duration of an assembly step is described by the duration of 
movement of the robot's hands. The description of the state also consists of a binary list, whereby the length of the 
list corresponds to the number of components and the value in the list describes the disassembly of a respective 
component. The action is described by a tuple with two integer values. Each value represents the disassembly of a 
component with the corresponding number. The 0 stands for the disassembly of no component. The reward is split 
into three parts: 

1. the agent receives a reward if the disassembly is complete and based on the duration of the entire
disassembly.

2. the agent receives a reward if the disassembly of a component was completed.

3. the agent receives a negative reward if the disassembly did not take place.

A collision check is carried out to check whether a disassembly is faulty. After training an assembly arrange-
ment, transfer learning is used to train the model on further assembly arrangements. 

In their work, Winter et al. [28] focus on interactive reinforcement learning (IRL) between humans and robots. 
The authors present an approach to train a RL Agent in a virtual environment in cooperation with an external 
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human actor in a real environment (figure 7). The authors aim to accelerate the training performance. Communi-
cation from the human to the RL agent is based on spoken language. In the virtual environment, the robot's actions 
are evaluated in compliance with selected limitations. A Greedy Selector chooses the most suitable action, based 
on the evaluations received. The robot's real counterpart executes the action in the real environment, so the human 
can observe its behaviour and can verbally define new limitations for the robot to influence the selection of actions. 
The aim is to learn not only the sequence of components, but also the robot's behaviour during assembly. A binary 
list is used to represent the status of the components. The number of actions is 5 and these are defined by a discrete 
value. The length of the assembly should be minimized. Accordingly, a negative reward is awarded for each action. 
If a component is successfully assembled, a positive reward is awarded as well. The authors use the Cranfield 
benchmark problem [39], which consists of the assembly of a pendulum. After approximately 50 episodes of sim-
ulated training, the number of constrain violations is approximately 0. The execution of the real user study shows 
that the approach can respond to user feedback by adapting behaviour within a few episodes. 

FIGURE 7. Environment setup used by Winter et al. [28] 

In [29], Winter et al. focus on the optimization of a given assembly sequence. A virtual environment is used to 
train physically possible assembly sequences. Subsequently, the trained behaviour is transferred to a real environ-
ment to identify the fastest of the identified assembly sequences. The virtual environment is described as a digital 
counterpart. The authors compare different 3D engines in terms of their collision accuracy, performance, and flex-
ibility. In the first phase, a negative reward is awarded for an error in the assembly sequence. Plausible assembly 
sequences have a corresponding reward of 0. The states of the components are saved in a binary list. For phase 2, 
the description of the status from phase 1 is adopted and expanded according to the last skill performed. The reward 
is assigned based on the execution time multiplied with -1. Carrying out the case study, the authors state that 
training the real robot and the digital twin in parallel speeds up the training. In fact, the parallel approach converges 
about 7 times faster and finds an optimum after about 100 episodes. The authors use the Cranfield benchmark 
problem [39] as well. 

Cebulla et al. [30] aim to use the Monte Carlo tree search algorithm (MCTS) and Q-functions to solve the ASP 
problem, by leveraging the assembly by disassembly approach. The concept makes use of pre-training to create a 
model that is easily adaptable to specific use cases. The model is trained to minimize the number of directional 
changes needed to assemble the product and to maximize the accessibility of each component during the assembly 
process. A graph neural network is used as the model architecture. To model the collision-free space in the six axis 
directions for each component, a 2 ½ D matrix is used. The matrix is also used to check the stability of the com-
ponents regarding gravity, by checking the collision-free space on the negative y-axis, and to determine the acces-
sibility of the components. In addition to accessibility, the number of directional changes during assembly should 
also be reduced. To minimize the directional changes, the disassembly direction vector of each component is se-
lected so that it is parallel to the direction vector from the previous step, if possible. The reward is the sum of the 
disassembly direction vectors of the selected component that are parallel to the direction vectors of the previous 
steps.  
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The approach is validated with two assemblies, with 38 and 58 components. The authors can show that the use 
of pre-trained Q-functions in combination with MCTS provides better results than the use of an unmodified MCTS, 
as well as the use of a Q-function specifically trained to the use case in combination with MCTS. 

Guo et al. [31] use a connector-linked model, which is formulated as a graph, to model connector elements to 
be assembled. For training, the graph is formulated as a matrix for each connector. Each row contains the ID of 
the connector, the ID of the connector, which must be assembled beforehand, the connector type, the currently 
selected tool, and the current direction of the assembly. As the last two properties change during assembly, a new 
row with the corresponding values is added to the matrix for each plausible combinatorial possibility. Accordingly, 
the first three entries of each row are identical. Additionally, a binary value for each connector describes if the 
corresponding part can be selected. The List of matrices and binary values represent the state of the assembly. 

The objective function aims to minimize the changes of the connector type, the assembly tool and assembly 
direction. The Reward is a weighted sum of these factors.  The authors used 8 different connector and tool types 
in the study case. The total number of connectors is 20, 30, 40 and 50. The authors trained for 30.000 steps, which 
took 20-40h, depending on the number of connectors. After training, the model finds near optimal solutions in 0.6s 
in comparison to heuristic algorithms, which require 2-8 minutes. 

B. Disassembly Sequence Planning
In [32], Bi et al. use Q-learning to search for a disassembly sequence of an assembly. To describe the assembly,

the authors use an AND/OR graph that represents the relationships between the individual components in the 
assembly. A separate reward is defined for each component, which is awarded when the corresponding component 
is disassembled. To describe the status, the AND/OR graph is represented by a matrix 𝑀𝑀. Each row in 𝑀𝑀 is a single 
state and has the following properties: 

1. A start and a final state are defined to describe the part ranking.

2. An identifier of a disassembled component at the corresponding position.

The authors compare three use cases. A washing machine with 6 components and 15 states. A rotor assembly 
with 7 components and 17 states. And a hammer drill with 22 components and 63 states. The authors also compare 
Q-learning and GA in the use cases, whereby the RL approach not only converges significantly faster but also
offers more room for improvement, according to the authors. The Q-learning approach requires about 8000 steps
to find an optimal solution, for use case 3.

Chen et al. [33] also use Q-learning to find a disassembly sequence of selected smartphone components. The 
authors form the reward from the disassembly duration 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) and the disassembly of a component 𝑅𝑅(𝑚𝑚), whereby 
a corresponding reward is defined for each component. In addition to the actual execution time, the time required 
to change a tool is also used to determine the disassembly time. The resulting value 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 is finally offset against the 
value factor 𝑍𝑍, which in the application case is 100. 

𝑅𝑅 =
𝑍𝑍
𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚

+ 𝑅𝑅(𝑚𝑚)

If the agent performs an invalid disassembly, it is penalized with a negative reward. A list with n elements for 
all n components is used to describe the status. The same applies to the description of the action. In this way, the 
authors create a state-action-reward matrix. In the study case, the disassembly of a smartphone with 11 components 
and 5 tools is considered. The number of iterations performed is 50 until an optimum disassembly sequence was 
found. Yang et al. [34] consider the robot DSP problem, i.e. finding the optimal disassembly sequence using a 
robot. The reward is awarded according to the following equation: 

𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 = 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ − 𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

Tmx represents the maximum duration for each disassembly step, T moving is the time the robot needs to move 
between two disassembly points. Ttool switch describes the duration of the tool switch and Tdirection switch is the duration 
of the robot to adjust its direction of movement. The state description consists of two lists Dk and Ck, where k 
corresponds to the number of components to be disassembled. Dk is a binary list for representing the components 
that have already been dismantled. The list Ck is one-hot encoded and describes the component currently being 
disassembled by the agent/robot. A discrete number from 1 to k is used as the action for the disassembly of the 
corresponding component. The lists are concatenated in a predefined order to describe the status. The case study 
is based on a double coupling shaft with 21 components. The authors compare the performance of the DRL ap-
proach with a bee algorithm and a genetic algorithm. For all three approaches, 300 iterations were performed in 
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training. The DRL approach finds the fastest disassembly sequence, while the genetic algorithm determines the 
slowest of all three sequences. 

Zhao et al. [35] argue that the commonly used data structures, such as an AND/OR graph or a disassembly tree, 
are not capable of mapping the constraints of the components to each other. The authors therefore present a new 
data structure, based on a hybrid graph model (HGM) data structure. The authors extend the data structure with 
three matrices to achieve a higher degree of detail regarding dynamic changes to the disassembly of individual 
instances: 

1. The precedence matrix describes the precedence relationships among the components. A distinc-
tion is made among AND & OR relationships. The AND relationship describes that a part can
only be dismantled once all previous dismantling parts have been removed. The OR relationship
means that a part can be removed after one of its previous disassembly parts has been removed.

2. The contact matrix maps the contact relationships among the components. It includes both direct
contact constraints and indirect contacts among parts.

3. The level matrix comprises the disassembly level of each component, which is determined by
the leading edges of the components. Components that can be disassembled simultaneously are
located on the same level.

If components are missing, an algorithm adjusts the data structure accordingly. A state is described using the 
three matrices and the previous action. An action is a discrete value that represents the disassembly of a component 
that is still present. The authors refer to this as a multi-level selective disassembly hybrid graph model 
(MSDHGM). The reward is determined by the required disassembly time and the profit of the disassembled com-
ponent. In addition, a negative reward is awarded if the disassembly direction or the disassembly tool is changed. 
If components are disassembled that minimize the total number of disassembly steps due to their dependencies, 
this has a positive influence on the reward. To validate the approach, the authors use an assembly with 26 compo-
nents. The duration of the training is not specified. The authors compare the performance of a DQN with that of a 
non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm and an artificial bee colony algorithm. The evaluation of the generated 
sequences shows that the DQN determines solutions that are closer to the optimal ones. 

Cui et al. [36] also argue that common data structures for mapping disassembly sequences and similar depend-
encies of components are not sufficient to adequately cover the dynamic problems for EOL products. The authors 
suggest that the wear, deformation, corrosion, and possible fractures of the components should be assessed by 
experts before disassembly. The assessments are weighted and used to determine the disassembly time. The as-
sessments are also used to check whether possible disassembly sequences can now be hindered. The description 
of the status is made up of the information about the disassembly status (binary list) of each element and the 
component currently to be disassembled. To calculate the reward, the basic disassembly duration of a component, 
the duration of the tool change, the duration of the agent's movements and the extra duration determined from the 
evaluations are added together. The resulting total is subtracted from a specified maximum value. To verify the 
effectiveness of proposed method, a double coupling shaft with 21 parts is used in a case study. Components 5 and 
20 may have faulty properties which have been evaluated by an expert. In addition, the authors compared the DQN 
approach with other algorithms, such as an improved GA or a duelling DQN. The normal DQN finds the fastest 
disassembly sequence with the shortest training duration of 814 seconds. The time to calculate the sequence is less 
than one hundredth of a second after the training is complete. 

Allagui et al. [37] present an approach for generating disassembly sequences using RL as well. The concept is 
based on two main steps. Firstly, the processing of a collision matrix. This is based on CAD data of the components 
and describes the possible collision of each component in six axis directions. In contrast to Guo et al. [31], the 
values of the collision matrix are binary coded and therefore do not represent the distance to other components. 
The second step is the execution of the RL algorithm.  

To determine the fitness function, the authors consider the following properties: 

1. the normalized volume of the selected component (smaller is better)

2. the normalized duration of a disassembly step (smaller is better)

3. the change in the disassembly direction (1: no change, 0.5: 90°, 0: 180°)

4. the change of the tool, binary encoded

5. whether the selected component is a wear part, also binary encoded

The factors are expressed as a weighted sum. To determine the reward, the value is multiplied by a factor of 
100 if a component has been disassembled. Otherwise, the reward is -1, if it’s not physically possible to remove 
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the selected part. As an experiment, the authors choose an assembly with five components. There are a total of 22 
possible disassembly sequences. 

In [38], Liu et al. aim to disassemble an EOL product with a robotic arm, under the assumption that some 
components of the product are missing. To determine the missing parts, several depth cameras are used and eval-
uated with a deep learning model. Afterwards, a deep Q-learning model is used to select the optimum action for 
disassembly, based on the condition of the product. In addition, a digital twin of the disassembly robot is connected 
to the system and linked to the real scene. The status of the assembly is represented as a vector consisting of three 
elements: 

1. disassembled components (binary encoded)

2. the currently disassembled component (one hot encoded)

3. missing components (binary coded)

The reward is calculated using a constant value minus the required time to assemble the selected product. The 
authors used two assemblies with 17 and 23 components to carry out the experiment. The training includes ap-
proximately 11.000 and 14.000 episodes. Afterwards, a near optimal solution can be found in half a second for the 
first assembly and 1.5 seconds for the second assembly. 

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, the presented works are analysed regarding the defined research questions to give recommenda-
tions on how to apply reinforcement learning to the domain of (dis-)assembly sequence planning. 

A. Reward Definition
The most frequently considered factor for the design of the reward function is the required duration of executing 

the proposed (dis)assembly sequence. This is usually done directly, measuring the required time [16,17,24,27,33–
36], or indirectly taking into account the number of steps [22,25,28]. In the latter case, a negative reward is awarded 
for each planned step, while the determination of the time usually considers multiple factors, such as the time 
required to execute a step, the time required for any tool changes or, if available, the additional time required to 
align the robot between the individual steps. In addition, some authors recommend offsetting the accumulated time 
against a maximum possible time. This can be done either by normalization [16,17] or a simple subtraction [34]. 

Another property for awarding both negative and positive rewards is the state of the assembly. The achievement 
of (final) valid states is rewarded with a positive reward [21–23,25,29], while the achievement of invalid states is 
penalized with a negative reward [25,29,33]. The determination of the validity of a state is derived from previously 
defined conditions for the assembly. For problems in disassembly sequence planning, some authors award the 
disassembly of certain components [32,33,35]. The amount of the reward depends on the selection of the compo-
nent. 

More specific rewards, which relate to the respective configurations of the assembly, are also presented. For 
example, the number of required support structures is minimized [19], the collision-free space around the selected 
component is maximized [20] or the stability of the assembly is maximized [24]. Robotic use cases consider addi-
tional application-specific rewards. On the one hand, the power consumption of the robot is minimized [24]. In a 
second work, the number of adjustments in the motion sequence of an autonomous flying robot is minimized [26]. 
For use cases in the field of human-centric approaches, two studies suggest incorporating feedback from the tech-
nician into the agent's reward [17,18]. This enables the human to give feedback according to the ergonomics of 
the individual construction steps to optimize them accordingly. 

Based on this analysis, we recommend considering three different factors when defining the reward function: 

1. The duration required for executing the (dis)assembly, either determined via the accumulated
time or via the number of required steps. The latter is independent of the number of elements in
the assembly and can therefore be used for assemblies of any size without additional adjustments. 
It is advisable to consider as many factors as possible, namely the time required executing a step,
the time for any tool changes and, if applicable, the additional time required for the alignment of
the robot between the individual steps. If these times are known, it can be recommended to
choose this approach, due to stating the execution time is more precise. To increase the robust-
ness during training, the time required should be normalized with a maximum duration.

2. Awarding achieving desired assembly states. On the one hand, desired configuration can be re-
warded, or invalid states can be penalized. In this way, the conditions imposed on the assembly
can also be mapped in the reward. In the context of disassembly, this also includes the awarding
of a specific reward for the disassembly of certain components. Alternatively, desired properties
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of the assembly, such as free space, stability, or human feedback, can be used. These can be 
determined, for example, by a simulation environment or in the field, while the determination of 
the reward for desired conditions must be defined in advance.  

3. A reward adapted to the robot, such as the required energy or number of actions.

The final reward can be defined as the weighted sum of the three parts. The weighting of the individual parts 
should be adapted to the use case. 

B. State Definition
The representation of the state is essential for the agent to understand its environment and be able to select

suitable actions. Based on the action, the identified works can be divided into two approaches affecting the state 
representation. The agent can be trained to select the next part to be (dis)assembled on a set of possible parts, or it 
can be trained to decide if a given part should be (dis)assembled. If the latter approach is chosen, the state repre-
sentation must cover the current state of the assembly, as well as the selected part, which is achieved by a discrete 
identifier for each part [36] or a one-hot encoded list [34].  

The simplest representation of the assembly state is the subdivision into possible configuration states. The state 
description can thus be expressed as a discrete number [22,23]. A more comprehensive and proven description of 
the state of the assembly is a binary list. This list contains an entry for each component of the module, which 
describes the status of the component. This entry can either have the value 0 or 1. This simplistic representation is 
used in most publications [16,17,33,34,36]. However, it also leaves out some information. Therefore, some authors 
extend the list with more information like the currently selected tool expressed as a discrete number [16,17]. 

Another proven data structure is a connectivity matrix. It contains a row and column for each component of the 
assembly. The value at the position (i,j) describes the connection between components i and j. This representation 
is particularly useful for components with several possible connections, such as truss systems [19,24]. Spanning a 
grid to map the surroundings is also presented. Here, the space around the module is divided into a grid. Each grid 
field can assume a value that describes the state of the field [26]. Alessio et al. use the flexibility of this approach 
to represent configuration states as grid fields [25]. Valid, invalid, and final configurations are represented with 
different values. 

Especially in disassembly sequence planning, the representation of the assembly is often represented as an 
AND/OR graph [32,35]. Accordingly, some authors deal with the processing of the data structure into a suitable 
state description of the assembly for the agent. Zhao et al. propose their MSDHGM data structure for this purpose 
[35]. The use of camera images as a status description of the assembly and the component to be assembled is also 
considered [21]. This approach is particularly flexible in its application, but also time-consuming for training the 
agent. The authors therefore suggest initializing the network with a pre-trained network and using transfer learning. 
In general, it can be said that when working in the field of robotics, the state description is divided into two parts. 
On the one hand, the state of the assembly is described, and on the other, the state of the robot [24,34]. 

The analysis of the state descriptions shows that the use of a binary list describing the state description of an 
assembly is sufficient in many cases. Due its simplistic one-dimensionality, the training time is limited because of 
the fewer combinatorial possibilities to be considered. However, this representation should not be used if compo-
nents can have several possible connections, e.g. in truss systems. In this case, the use of a connectivity matrix is 
recommended instead. It is also possible to represent the state of the assembly as a grid. This approach is particu-
larly flexible to use. However, when mapping a large space around the assembly, the size of the grid also tends to 
become very large, which therefore increases the number of combinatorial possibilities and corresponds in an 
increased training time.  

Although the use of an image to describe the status of the assembly and, if applicable, the component to be 
installed was also used, this approach is proving to be time-consuming for training the agent. Additionally, it must 
be ensured that all aspects relevant to the agent's decision are covered in the images, so it may be necessary to take 
several images of the assembly from different perspectives. If this approach is chosen, it is advisable to train the 
network with an image data set in advance to shorten the training. 

The descriptions mentioned so far refer exclusively to the state of the parts or assembly. Depending on the use 
case, it may also be necessary to consider the state of a robot. General statements are difficult to define. However, 
factors that are included in the determination of the reward must also be taken into account in the state description 
of the agent. 
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C. Potential Research Opportunities
Some studies compare the performance of RL with genetic algorithms in the respective application

[17,31,32,34–36]. RL methods are often faster in determining the sequences as well as in the performance of the 
generated sequences regarding the defined costs. However, it should be noted that, depending on the complexity 
of the use case, training is very time-consuming. Therefore, many of the presented works limit the number of 
combinatorial possibilities in the studied use cases [22,23,25].  

However, the application of concepts such as curriculum learning, parameter transfer or fine-tuning for specific 
use cases seems promising, but are not yet very widespread [19,35]. For this reason, we argue that research into 
highly general models through training on many different use cases with subsequent fine-tuning on the respective 
use case has great potential. Central to the development of such a model will be concepts such as parameter transfer 
and curriculum learning. Accordingly, more research is needed into the application of such a model in a variety of 
different industrial application areas. 

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the analysis of reinforcement learning applications in (dis-)assembly sequence planning provides 
valuable insights for the effective implementation of this technology. The recommended approach for defining 
reward functions involves considering three key factors: the duration of (dis)assembly execution, the achievement 
of desired assembly states, and rewards adapted to specific robotic parameters. By incorporating these factors into 
a weighted sum, tailored to the use case, a robust reward function can be devised. The examination of state repre-
sentations highlights the suitability of a binary list for many cases due to its simplicity and efficient training time. 
However, the use of a connectivity matrix is advised for scenarios involving components with multiple possible 
connections, such as truss systems. Alternatively, a grid-based representation offers flexibility but requires careful 
consideration of the combinatorial possibilities to avoid increased training times. 

While the use of images to describe assembly status is flexible, it proves time-consuming and necessitates com-
prehensive coverage of decision-relevant aspects. Overall, the state description must not only encompass the as-
sembly but also consider factors relevant to the robot's state, aligning with the reward determination. This com-
prehensive understanding of reward functions and state representations provides a solid foundation for the suc-
cessful integration of reinforcement learning in (dis-)assembly sequence planning across diverse applications and 
scenarios. The limited number of identified publications indicate, that the utilization of reinforcement learning 
methods for the generation of assembly and disassembly sequences is an underexplored subject. Therefore, possi-
ble areas of interest for future works were outlined, to guide future research in the described field. 
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